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Description and Exploitable Knowledge
Ongoing research provides the basis for state-of-the-art and high-quality auto-
matic speech recognition systems. By applying newly developed technology, 
the recognition quality of existing engines is improved. Further, the engines be-
come more robust and stable for a broad range of languages.

The challenge is to developed methods for the needs of different applications 
(e.g. recognition of lectures, TV shows etc.). Special focus is given to deep neural 
network techniques for acoustic and language modelling which improve speech 
robustness, domain adaptation and recognition accuracy in general.

The ultimate goal is to improve the quality of speech transcription in order to in-
crease the recognition accuracy for transcription services like subtitling or inter-
preter support of the European Union. To reach this objective, on-going research 
for automatic speech recognition is very important.

Infrastructure
An essential part of the technology support is the actual transfer of new methods 
into the existing engines. However, before a newly developed feature is included 
into a running system, the impact will be verified in internal evaluations. Besides 
automatic evaluation metrics, tests based on the word error rate are employed. 
This verification pipeline ensures a continuous improvement of the used systems 
and a high-quality automatic speech recognition.
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EU-BRIDGE - the Project

EU-BRIDGE is a European 
Integrated Project that aims at 
developing automatic transcrip-
tion and translation technology 
that will permit the development 
of innovative multimedia caption-
ing and translation services of 
audio-visual documents between 
European and non-European 
languages. 
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